FAST FACTS AND CONCEPTS #10
TUBE FEED OR NOT TUBE FEED?
James Hallenbeck MD

Background  Tube feeding is frequently used in chronically ill and dying patients. The evidence for much of this use is weak at best. The Fast Fact reviews data on the use of tube feeding in advanced illness.

For prevention of aspiration pneumonia
• Numerous observational studies have demonstrated a high incidence of aspiration pneumonia in those who have been tube fed. Reduction in the chance of pneumonia has been suggested for non-bed-ridden post-stroke patients in one prospective, non-randomized study. For bedridden post-stroke patients, no reduction was observed.
• Three retrospective cohort studies comparing patients with and without tube feeding demonstrated no advantage to tube feeding for this purpose.
• Swallowing studies, such as videofluoroscopy, lack both sensitivity and specificity in predicting who will develop aspiration pneumonia. Croghan’s (1994) study of 22 patients undergoing videofluoroscopy demonstrated a sensitivity of 65% and specificity of 67% in predicting who would develop aspiration pneumonia within one year. In this study no reduction in the incidence of pneumonia was demonstrated in those tube fed.
• Swallowing studies may be helpful in providing guidance regarding swallowing techniques and optimal food consistencies for populations amenable to instruction. See Fast Fact #128 for discussion of the role of swallowing studies.

For life prolongation via caloric support
• Data is strongest for patients with reversible illness in a catabolic state (such as acute sepsis).
• Data is weakest in advanced cancer. No improvement in survival has been found (see exceptions noted below).
• Individual patients may have weight stabilization or gain with tube feeding. However, when cohorts of patients have been studied in non-randomized retrospective or prospective studies, no survival advantage between tube fed and hand fed cohorts has been demonstrated.
• Tube feeding may be life-prolonging in select circumstances:
  → Patients with good functional status and proximal GI obstruction due to cancer
  → Patients receiving chemotherapy/XRT involving the proximal GI tract.
  → Selected HIV patients
  → Patients with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

For enhancing quality of life
• Where true hunger and thirst exist, quality of life may be enhanced (such as in very proximal GI obstruction).
• Most actively dying patients (see Fast Fact #3) do not experience hunger or thirst. Although dry mouth is a common problem, there is no relation to hydration status and the symptom of dry mouth – see Fast Fact #133.
• A recent literature review using palliative care and enteral nutrition as search terms found no studies demonstrating improved quality of life through tube feeding (results were limited to a few observational studies).
• Tube feeding may adversely affect quality of life if patients are denied the pleasure of eating.

Summary
Although commonly used, current data does not provide much support for the use of artificial enteral nutrition in advanced dementia, or in patients on a dying trajectory from a chronic illness. A recommendation to use, or not use, tube feeding should be made only after first establishing
the overall Goals of Care (see Fast Fact #16). Recommendations for how to discuss the issue of tube feeding with patients/families can be found in Fast Fact #84.
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